Recently, the radix-3 representation of integers is used for the efficient implementation of pairing based cryptosystems. In this paper, we propose non-adjacent form of radix-r representation (rNAF) and efficient algorithms for generating rNAF. The number of non-trivial digits is (r − 2)(r + 1)/2 and its average density of non-zero digit is asymptotically (r − 1)/(2r − 1). For r = 3, the non-trivial digits are {±2, ±4} and the nonzero density is 0.4. We then investigate the width-w version of rNAF for the general radix-r representation, which is a natural extension of the width-w NAF. Finally we compare the proposed algorithms with the generalized NAF (gNAF) discussed by Joye and Yen. The proposed scheme requires a larger table but its non-zero density is smaller even for large radix. We explain that gNAF is a simple degeneration of rNAF-we can consider that rNAF is a canonical form for the radix-r representation. Therefore, rNAF is a good alternative to gNAF. key words: non-adjacent form, radix-r representation, signed window method, elliptic curve cryptosystem, pairing based cryptosystem
Introduction
Pairing based cryptosystems [15] are able to construct very attractive applications in cryptography, e.g., tripartite DiffieHellmann scheme [14] , ID-based cryptosystems [4] , short digital signature [5] , etc. Barreto et al. and Galbraith et al. showed efficient algorithms for pairing based cryptosystems over supersingular elliptic curves [1] , [8] . Several efficient arithmetic for elliptic curve with characteristic three have been investigated [2] , [11] , [13] , [18] , [20] . Particularly, the radix-3 representation of integers can be used for efficient implementation of these algorithms with characteristic three. Recently, Duursam and Lee proposed an efficient implementation of Tate pairing for hyper-elliptic curves constructed over general characteristic r [7] . In this case, the radix-r representation is utilized for the efficient implementation of the pairing based cryptosystems. In order to achieve faster scalar multiplication, we have to exploit an efficient class of the radix-r representation, i.e., the number of non-zero digits is smaller. The generalized non-adjacent form (gNAF) is known as an efficient class of radix-r representation [6] , [16] . The average density of nonzero digits (non-zero density) of the gNAF is asymptotically r−1 r+1 with (r − 1) pre-computed points among which (r − 2) points are non-trivial. For example, r = 3 attains 0.5 nonzero density with 1 non-trivial pre-computed point. On the other hand, the non-zero density of the standard radix-r representation is r−1 r with the same non-trivial pre-computed point, which is 0.67 for r = 3. Therefore, the gNAF is able to improve the efficiency of computing the paring based cryptosystem, especially scalar multiplication. On the other hand, we can achieve lower non-zero density, if we have a larger digit set. Recently, Phillips and Burgess presented a generalized sliding window method for the radix-r representation [19] . The canonical form using a larger digit set for the binary representation is the width-w non-adjacent form (wNAF) [3] , [17] , [21] . However, there is no literature that reports a variation of wNAF for the radix-r representation.
In this paper, we present an efficient class of radixr representation, called radix-r non-adjacent form (rNAF). The proposed algorithm is a natural extension of the classical non-adjacent form (NAF) for binary representation [3] , [12] , namely the adjacent bits are not simultaneously nonzero. In order to construct rNAF, we define the digit set D r , whose elements are smaller than r 2 −1 2 and are not divisible by the radix r. We prove that each integer can be uniquely represented by rNAF and the Hamming weight of rNAF representation is minimal among all signed radix-r representations using digit set D r . We also prove that the average density of non-zero digits for rNAF is asymptotically r−1 2r−1 with (r−2)(r+1) 2 non-trivial digits. For r = 3, we have 0.4 non-zero density with 2 non-trivial pre-computed points, which is faster than the radix-3 gNAF but requires 1 more point. Moreover, we extended this result to the widthw case. Our construction is similar to wNAF proposed by Solinas [21] . We prove that the proposed width-w rNAF has asymptotically r−1 we develop the width-w version of rNAF. In Sect. 4 the proposed rNAF is compared with the previous schemes and the relationship between rNAF and gNAF is discussed. In Sect. 5 we apply the proposed scheme to the scalar multiplication used for the pairing-based cryptosystems and present some timings. In Sect. 6 we state the concluding remarks.
Generalized Non-Adjacent Form (gNAF)
In this section we discuss some known properties related to the radix-r representation.
An integer d is uniquely represented using the radix-r representation, namely
We denote by r . If digit d j is allowed to take a negative value (i.e., d j ∈ {0, ±1, . . . , ±(r − 1)}), it is called signed radix-r representation. In general the signed radix-r representation is not unique. However, the generalized non-adjacent form (gNAF) can uniquely represent each integer and is an optimal class for the signed radix-r representation [6] . gNAF is the signed radix-r representation which satisfied the following two conditions.
If we choose r = 2, then the definition is equal to the classical NAF for binary representation. It is known that gNAF has the minimal Hamming weight among all signed radix-r representation with digit set {0, ±1, . . . , ±(r − 1)}. The average density of the non-zero digits (non-zero density) is asymptotically r−1 r+1 . For r = 3, the non-zero density is 0.5. For a given radix-r representation of integer d, gNAF is generated by computing (r + 1)d− d, where the minus− is a digit-wise subtraction of (r + 1)d by d. This construction is a generalization of Reitwiesner algorithm for generating NAF [12] . There is a carry for computing the radix-r representation of (r + 1)d, and thus this algorithm is not computed in the left-to-right approach. Joye and Yen proposed a left-to-right based algorithm for generating a signed radix-r representation with same non-zero density and digit set as those of gNAF [16] .
Radix-r Non-Adjacent Form (rNAF)
In this section, we define the radix-r non-adjacent form (rNAF) representation and prove some properties of rNAF.
We define the rNAF in the following.
This definition is a natural extension of non-adjacent form for binary string to the radix-r representation. D r is called the digit set of the rNAF. The set D r is generated by right-to-left conversion of two consecutive unsigned digits (e j , e j−1 ) (for e j−1 0):
Therefore, all possible digits (except "0") are (e j r + e j−1 ) and ((e j r + e j−1 ) − r 2 ) for e j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1} and e j−1 ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, which are equal to D r \ {0}. If r is an odd integer, then there are r 2 elements in {0, ±1, ±2, . . . , ± Proof. We start with the proof for (1) . Assume that r is odd (the even case can be similarly proven).
We prove it by induction of digit length n for the unique unsigned radix-r representation d = (e n−1 , . . . , e 1 , e 0 ). For n = 2, d is uniquely represented by
. . .
.
and we have k r r + k r = r 2 −1 2 . Note that the radix-r representation of 2-digit integers can be uniquely represented by 3-digit rNAF (the leftmost digit is {0, 1}).
We assume that the radix-r representation of n-digit integers can be uniquely represented by (n + 1)-digit rNAF (the most significant digit is {0, 1}). Then we try to prove that it is also true for (n + 1)-digit integers. Let d = (e n , e n−1 , . . . , e 0 ) be the unique unsigned radix-r representation of (n + 1)-digit integer d. From the assumption, the first n-digit (e n−1 , . . . , e 0 ) has the unique rNAF rep-
, where a n+1 = 1, a n = 0, a n−1 = 0 if e n + b n = r, otherwise a n+1 = 0, a n = e n + b n , a n−1 = 0.
, otherwise a n+1 = 1, a n = 0, a n−1 = re n + b n−1 − r 2 . The representation of last three digits (a n+1 , a n , a n−1 ) is obviously unique due to the definition of rNAF. Thus the rNAF representation of d for (n + 1)-digit integers is unique. Consequently, all positive integers can be uniquely represented by rNAF representation.
Next we prove assertion (2) . 
Proposed Generation Algorithm for rNAF
In this section, we explain the proposed algorithm that generates the rNAF from an integer or a usual radix-r representation.
The notation 'mods' stands for the signed modulo, namely d mods r is equal to (d mod r)−r if (d mod r) ≥ r/2, otherwise (d mod r). Note that the set of all possible digits in Step 2.2 is exactly equal to D r , because we eliminate the integers divisible by r at Step 2.1. The computation of
Step 2.3, we lift to the next digit of the rNAF representation of d.
Next we investigate the average density of non-zero digits (non-zero density) appeared in rNAF representation for n → ∞. It is obvious that the non-zero density of rNAF is smaller than that of the usual radix-r representation, i.e., If case (0, x) with a negative digit x appears, then there is a carry +1 to the next bits. The carry propagates to the higher bits. However, we can assume that each digit of radix-r representation d is randomly distributed in {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}, namely each digit of d appear with probability 1/r. We can also assume that each digit of d + 1 appears with probability 1/r, because we deal with the asymptotical estimation. Therefore, the zero digit with probability 1/r and non-zero digit appears with (r − 1)/r after both cases (0) and (0, x). Thus, the Markov chain of the two case (0), (0, x) is as follows:
This Markov chain is aperiodic and irreducible, and thus there is the stationary distribution: ((0), (0, x)) = (1/r, (r − 1)/r). Thus non-zero digit asymptotically appears r − 1 out of 1 + 2(r − 1). Consequently, we prove the assertion about the non-zero density. Next, D r has (r 2 −1)−(r−2) = r 2 −r+1 elements and the non-zero digits always have their opposite sign. Therefore second assertion is true.
Note that if we choose the classical binary case r = 2, then we obtain the famous non-zero density of NAF, namely 1/3.
Extension to Higher Width
We define the width-w radix-r non-adjacent form (wrNAF) in the following. 
r}. (3) the leftmost non-zero digit is positive.
This definition is a natural extension of width-w nonadjacent form for binary string to the radix-r representation. The set D w,r is generated by right-to-left conversion of w consecutive unsigned digits (e j+w−1 , . . . , e j+1 , e j ) (for e j 0): , e w − r w ).
Therefore all possible digits (except "0") are (e w ) and (e w − r w ) for e j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} and e j+1 , . . . , e j+w−1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}, which are equal to D w,r \ {0}. The number of elements in D w,r is r w − r w−1 + 1. Note that if we choose r = 2, then D w,r is just the digits of NAF for binary string, namely {0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2 w−1 − 1)}. We can prove the following theorem: Proof. The proof of these assertions is similar to that of Theorem 1.
In the following, we explain the proposed algorithm that generates the width-w rNAF (i.e., wrNAF) from an integer or from a usual radix-r representation. This is a simple generalization of rNAF to the widthw approach. The difference from the width-2 case is the signed modulus r w operation at Step 2.2. This algorithm is also a natural extension of the wNAF generation algorithm proposed by Solinas [21] .
We can prove the following theorem about the non-zero density of the wrNAF. 
Theorem 4. The non-zero density of the wrNAF is asymptotically

Comparisons
Arithmetic weight (or non-zero density) of the representation of secret key usually reflects performance of an implementation for cryptographic operation, e.g., scalar multiplication over elliptic curve or exponentiation over finite group. Performance comparisons of the proposed rNAF and wrNAF with gNAF and the well known sliding window technique will be given.
Comparison with gNAF
The gNAF representation is an approach to reduce the arithmetic weight in order to enhance the performance of computing scalar multiplication. In the following comparison, we consider only the case of width-2 rNAF since existing gNAF does not consider a width larger than two. The gNAF achieves r−1 r+1 non-zero density recoding and needs to store r − 2 non-trivial precomputed values within a table. On the other hand, the proposed rNAF has r−1 2r−1 asymptotical non-zero density and needs to store (r−2)(r+1) 2 non-trivial precomputed values. Numerical enumeration of the above comparisons are provided in Table 1 . The result is that the proposed rNAF has better performance for implementing scalar multiplication with the cost of additional storage space. For practical applications, a noticeable computational speedup with only one additional precomputed value is possible by selecting r = 3. In this case, non-trivial digits {±2, ±4} are selected and a 0.4 non-zero density recoding is achieved. By using gNAF, a 0.5 non-zero density recoding is obtained with non-trivial digit {±2}. Note that we count the number of non-trivial digits ignoring their sign.
Comparison with Sliding Window Technique
Sliding window technique [10] , [19] , [22] is an enhanced windowing technique by exploiting space-time trade-off in order to speedup scalar multiplication or exponentiation computations. With the same characteristic that a larger table with appropriate precomputed values can lead to a reduction of computational load. The conventional sliding window technique for binary representation can lead to a generalized form for any radix r larger than 2, and we called this the generalized sliding window form (gSWF). We describe the width-w sliding window method for the radix-r representation (gSWF).
We scan the digits of the radix-r representation from the most significant bit, and if a non-zero digit appears, then we convert the w-consecutive digits using the following conversion table T S W :
Then, we convert the radix-r representation to gSWF as Algorithm 3.
Each integer is uniquely converted to gSWF by this algorithm. We can prove that the number of non-trivial digits of gSWF is r w −r w−1 −1 (excluding {1}) and the average density of non-zero digits of gSWF is asymptotically r−1 (r−1)w+1 . In the proposed wrNAF, larger width w may reduce the non-zero density. Similarly, in the gSWF, a larger windowing width (usually denoted as w) will also reduce the computational load by reducing the non-zero density. However, storage space for both the wrNAF and the gSWF increase . for larger width w. It is therefore interesting to compare both the wrNAF and the gSWF. Consider the case of r = 3 and w = 2, the elements stored within the gSWF precomputed table are {2, 4, 5, 7, 8} and the elements of the wrNAF digit set are {±2, ±4} (or {2, 4} is sufficient for scalar multiplication over elliptic curve), respectively. An interesting fact is that both wrNAF and gSWF remove elements divisible by the radix r from their tables. Evidently, storage space requirement for the proposed wrNAF is much smaller. It will be clear from the following paragraph that the non-zero densities of both wrNAF and gSWF are the same.
The number of non-trivial elements in the gSWF table is r w − r w−1 − 1 (excluding {1}) and the non-zero density of gSWF is nontrivial elements (excluding {±1}) in the wrNAF digit set (or a corresponding precomputed table) and the non-zero density of wrNAF is r−1 w(r−1)+1 . With the above results, numerical enumeration of comparisons between gSWF and wrNAF are listed in Table 2 . The result is that both gSWF and wrNAF have identical non-zero density and thus have equivalent computational performance. However, wrNAF is superior to gSWF due to much less storage space requirement. The wrNAF based approach needs less than half memory space 
Consequently, any two consecutive digits (cd i+1 , cd i ) obtained by the algorithm satisfied the condition of gNAF.
The proposed algorithm has the minimal non-zero density (r − 1)/(r + 1) with digit set {0, ±1, . . . , ±(r − 1)} due to the uniqueness of gNAF. However, our algorithm is able to show an easier proof about the non-zero density of gNAF. . Consequently, we prove the theorem.
Experimental Results
Main operations appeared in pairing based cryptosystems are as follows;
(1) Tate pairing e(Q, R), (2) scalar multiplication dP, where P, Q, R are points on the underlying elliptic curve and d is an integer scalar [4] , [5] , [14] , [15] . The proposed scheme in this paper aims at improving the efficiency of the scalar multiplication dP of elliptic curves over a finite field with characteristic r > 2.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, we implemented the scalar multiplication dP on supersingular curve E : y 2 = x 3 − x+1 over finite field GF(3 97 ) used in the references [8] , [9] , [11] . In this curve, the tripling operation is very efficient, i.e., 3P = ((x 3 ) 3 − 1, −(y 3 ) 3 ) for a given point P = (x, y), which requires no multiplications but 4 cubings in the base field GF (3 97 ). The finite field operations were implemented following the algorithms from [23] , but the multiplication used the well-known comb method. As the irreducible trinomial for GF (3 97 ), we use x 97 +x 12 +1. Our experiment environment was a Pentium 4 2.66 GHz desktop, with 512 MBytes of RAM, running Linux Gentoo 2.6.10-r4. We wrote the program in C and compiled it with GCC version 3.3.3 using the flags -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer -funroll-loops. In our implementation the ratio of multiplication time to inversion time in finite field is about 5, in this case, the affine coordinates are more interesting. The conversion algorithm from an exponent in base 2 to wrNAF was implemented using GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP). Table 4 shows the pre-computation and the evaluation time for radix-2 and -3 with different widths. To evaluate timings of the scalar multiplication dP, we executed it 100000 times for each pair (radix,width) with a random 155-bit exponent. We added the width 1 as reference, and it corresponds to the double-and-add for radix-2 and tripleand-add for radix-3. As expected the radix-3 representation is much faster then radix-2, because in characteristic 3 the point tripling can be efficiently computed. For comparison, the timing of computing Tate pairing e(Q, R) using Duursma-Lee algorithm [7] , [13] requires 7.71 ms in our experiment.
In Fig. 1 , we show the precomputation time, in black, and the evaluation time, in gray. The precomputation time grows faster in characteristic 3 leading to different optimal width for radix-2 and -3. In our implementation the optimal width, in terms of speed, for radix-2 is 5 and for radix-3 is 3. In our implementation, the wrNAF representation is about 21% faster when using radix-2 and 41% when using radix-3 then a standard scalar multiplication.
Conclusion
In this paper, we extended the width-w non-adjacent form (wNAF) of binary representation to that of the radix-r rep-resentation, called rNAF. Our construction inherits the property of the classical width-w NAF, namely there is at most 1 non-zero digit among w consecutive digits, and the digits are not divisible by r. We estimated the required size of digit set and the average density of non-zero digits using Markov chain. We compared the proposed scheme with the previously known gNAF representation discussed by Joye-Yen. Our scheme has smaller non-zero density with a larger digit set. For radix 3, the proposed algorithm with width w = 2 attains non-zero density 0.4 with two additional digits, where gNAF has 0.5 with one additional digit.
Moreover, we showed that gNAF is a degenerated form of rNAF-if some conversion tables for rNAF are removed, we can obtain gNAF with a small modification. Based on this observation, we presented a simple generation algorithm of gNAF. Therefore, the proposed scheme can be considered as a canonical class for the signed radix-r representation. Indeed, if we choose r = 2, then we are able to obtain the classical NAF. The proposed scheme is a good alternative to gNAF.
The radix-r representation is used for the efficient computation of pairing-based cryptosystem constructed over (hyper-)elliptic curve with characteristic r. The proposed rNAF is particularly able to improve the speed of computing scalar multiplications.
